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Abstract 

 
Pocket Change is a BUSD miner that literally “changes your pocket for the better” as the crypto 

world experiences a bear market. An average crypto investor has lost more than half of his trading 

capital and returns since the bear market began, and pulling back, turning the losses into some 

profits, seems almost impossible. 

  

Pocket Change is an intuitive initiative focusing on making reasonably daily incomes for digital 

investors by holding (unstaking) or staking BUSD. The Pocket Change creates passive income for 

these investors to gather momentum to invest in other projects or cover up their losses. However, 

this project is also our way of raising funds to finance our future DAO project, HiveMind, and every 

project on our roadmap. 

 

HiveMind is our DAO project that will focus on creating cash flows from both asset investments 

and creating businesses like buying land and properties. We keep a portion of the fees from 

Pocket Change in a smart contract that maintains the project for longevity. The rest of the profit 

is to keep developing HiveMind till it is ready and launched. 

  

Pocket Change embraces users' inclusivity, and it is community-based. Our topmost concern is 

YOU! We are creating the safest and most efficient system to keep the dreams and hopes of every 

crypto investor alive. 
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01.  

INTRODUCTION 

 
In a bear market where the candle lights are often red, and crypto investors with billions reduced 

to a few thousand in their wallets, every digital investor struggles to stay afloat, heavily hit by the 

dip. Investors who buy and hold coins watch their assets diminish, and the traders who buy and 

sell coins after little profits have lost almost their money, hoping the candle lights will turn green.  

  

Crypto investors have to leave their assets in stable coins— choosing what is safer than risking 

and losing it all while hoping to double it. But isn’t an investor supposed to “invest” and make 

profits? Could investors leave their assets in stable coins and still make a profit daily, turning their 

losses into profits with time?  

  

That is where Pocket Change comes in. 

 

Pocket Change  
 

Pocket Change is a BUSD Miner inspired by the bear market and its damaging effects. Pocket 

Change is a “win-win” system that helps digital investors to make passive income when they stake 

their BUSD and to hold their assets with no risk. Every investor in the Pocket Change ecosystem 

gets a daily dividend of about 3% for investing their BUSD over a certain period. 

  

Pocket Change alleviates the losses from the bear market as our users can recover their lost money 

gradually and build a portfolio to fuel their investments. We designed the Pocket Change for the 

longest time possible through a sustainable smart contract that ensures there is enough funding 

to keep it working. 

  

A portion of the fees from every transaction on the platform goes into a contract to maintain the 

platform, while the rest goes into funding our future DAO project, HiveMind DAO. Pocket Change 

is an integral part of the ecosystem we are building.  

  

Introducing HiveMind DAO 

 
HiveMind DAO is a fully autonomous and transparent project creating cash flow for its members 

through proceeds from assets and business investments. The HiveMind DAO's activities involve 

purchasing and selling lands, farms, and other properties. This DAO project will further amplify 

our intent as a community-based team, building projects where our users are in control. 

 

 

 



Our Goal 

 
Our mission is to build an ecosystem with multiple passive income opportunities for digital 

investors. Pocket Change is just a part of these projects. 

 

 

02.  

THE ECOSYSTEM 

 

 

Pocket Change is many steps ahead of traditional miners with industry-leading features for a 

completely outstanding experience for everyone. 

  

Intuitive 

The platform includes edge-cutting approaches like an earnings calculator, robust performance 

dashboards, and charts to help users make strategic decisions. 

  

User-centric 

Every action, design and policy revolves around our users. As a growing crypto brand, we are keen 

to hear from our users about our services, their challenges, and how to improve them. 

  

Purpose-driven 

We stay true to our goals and constantly work toward achieving them. We aim for digital 

excellence through our realistic roadmap. 

 

 

03.  

STAKING AND DIVIDENDS 

 

You can stake or un-stake at any time and start earning 3% daily. With a flat staking fee of 10%, 

you can calculate your daily dividend using our earnings calculator. Our un-staking fees start from 

20% and decrease to about 12% with time. You can compound your staking or create a new one. 

It all depends on your investment goals. 

 

 



The table shows our staking and dividends policy. 

 

 

 

 

04.  

OUR ROADMAP 

 

Milestone 1: Pocket Change 

Our BUSD Miner to raise fund for our future project, HiveMind DAO. 

 

 Stable Coin Miner Website Design 

 Miner Smart Contract 

 Miner Contract Audit 

 Miner Test  

 Miner Whitepaper 

 Miner Marketing 

 

Milestone 2: Zeni Token 

Our native token to trade on the HiveMind DAO. 

 

 Native "Zeni" Token Creation 

 

 

 

 

Levels Days Daily Rewards Unstake Fee 

Level 1 1 – 20  3 % 20 % 

Level 2 20 – 30  5 % 16 % 

Level 3 30 – 40  6 % 15 % 

Level 4 40 – 50  7 % 14 % 

Level 5 50+  10 % 13 % 



Milestone 3: HiveMind DAO 

Our community-based DAO for digital investments and opportunities. 

 

 HiveMind Dao Smart Contract 

 Hive Mind Web Design 

 Token And Dao Contract Audits 

 Testing 

 Marketing Campaign 

 Launch 

 

 

05.  

CONCLUSION 

 

Pocket Change is bringing a revolutionary shift to how the bear market affects crypto investors 

and how they can manage their assets for the better. With a high daily ROI of over 3% for staking 

BUSD for a short time, users can build their asset portfolio and make more digital investments. 

The success of Pocket Change will birth HiveMind DAO– a DAO project to help every investor earn 

bigger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


